
 

 

Issue: 2 
Breaking Boundaries 

Learning is Everything, Everything is Learning 
  

Date: Friday 4th October 2019 

 
Dear Parents/ Carers,  
 
The beautiful autumn days have arrived and we have only 2 weeks left before the October half term holiday. 
Life at Greenside has been busy with lots to share today. Film Crews have provided huge opportunities for exploring 
‘big ideas’ about changing places - we have been looking at climate change, local history, writing song lyrics and 
learning about different forms of animation ahead of making our own short films. I have been most impressed by the 
knowledge and facts students have gained during these Thursday sessions! The animations so far also offer great 
promise to the short films we will be screening at the end of term. 
 
Quick Academic Check-in 
I Hope you received an email from me at the start of the week reminding parents/ carers that, as we approach, Data 
Capture week our Teachers would be more than happy to offer appointments to catch up with you about our students’ 
academic progress so far this term. Our students have been working hard, and enjoying the challenge of the new year 
group curriculum. In order to support them in the most effective way possible, please make sure you are aware of the 
year group spellings for your daughter/ son and the times tables they need to know. If you have lots of handwriting 
practice to do at home, the logins for the Home Learning Package (Bug Club, Spellodrome, Mathletics and Times 
Table Rockstars) and regular books to read then you are all set for the term ahead.  
 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
Yesterday morning we started our rehearsals for A Midsummer Night’s Dream and we had a wonderful time! We 
worked through Act 1 and had fun playing with the language and getting to know our characters. This venture is hard - 
even our students who find learning lines easy are a little challenged by the Shakepearian language but we’re ‘going 
for it’ 100%. I will be sending a copy of the script by email today in case students 'lose’ them out and you need to 
access a copy from home. On Monday we will work on the second half of the play and then students will need to be off 
script by Monday 14th October - thank you so much for all your support of our actors at home!  
A reminder that the performance itself will take place on Monday 4th November at 6.00pm - it’s all very exciting! 
 
Dream Boxes 
We are getting ready to celebrate our Greenside Home Learning Dream Boxes - please….. support your daughter/ son 
in this venture. A quick reminder: Following the success of our Money Boxes last year between now and half term I 
would like you to support us by encouraging all students to make a DreamBox at home. The box can be any size – it 
must open and have a lid. It should be created and decorated with the Theme ‘My Dreams’ to reflect each students' 
dreams – for themselves and for the world. Inside the box we would like each student to write a Dream – either on a 
‘secret’ slip of paper or actually on the box itself and……we’d like them to collect loose change over the next half term. 
If students bring these boxes during the week after half term we will use them as part of our Midsummer Night’s Dream 
set too! It would be great if we could raise £500 from this activity for Good Chance. I will match every £1.00 raised by 
students with a personal donation – so it will only take each student to raise £1.00 for us to reach that total. 
 
Share lunch with us and support Good Chance 
We are thrilled to invite family members to come and share lunch with us on Tuesday 15th October. This is a great 
chance to share a meal with us all, taste our food and also help us raise money. Parent/ carers will be asked to make a 
suggested donation of £2.00 for lunch and all the money will go to our charity collection. We thought this would be a 
fab way to bring our community into Greenside for fun and fun and to help others. Please see the advert from Ms 
Webber below and do try to join us! 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
Changing Faces 
I am delighted to introduce you to our newest member of staff - Karen Sheehan. 
Karen has joined Greenside as a 1-2-1 Teaching Assistant and she is the final piece of our current support Team that 
we have been waiting for here at Greenside. Not only is she a wonderfully kind and caring person she also brings with 
her a wealth of experience in the world of SEND and in supporting students in many different ways. I worked with 
Karen at Lena G and we are very lucky that she has moved to us at Greenside. Welcome and good luck Karen! 
 
GGL and The Elliot Foundation 
This week we started our GGL Shared Days bringing our students together across Greenside and Griffin to share a 
day of learning allowing our Federation students to get to know each other and challenge each other appropriately. 
This week it was the turn of Y6 as they travelled to meet and spend the day together at the Science Museum - do 
check out their report below. 
 
Secondary Transfer 
Calling all Y6 parents/ carers: A reminder that the deadline for Pan London application forms is 31st October. Please 
email me if you have any questions or want any advice and do go and visit secondary schools in the evening, day or 
better still call and see if you can visit at an alternative time to those slots offered. Good luck! 
 
Visitors to Greenside 
In the last week we have been inundated with visitors at Greenside. We invited Simon Adams - our The Elliot 
Foundation Regional Director to spend last Thursday with us sharing the day and visiting classes, reviewing progress 
data and meeting staff - he was impressed by the level of articulation our students showed about their learning and the 
knowledge they have acquired already.  
This week an ‘Inspector’ from the local authority made a similar visit on behalf of Hammersmith & Fulham to look at our 
results from the summer ‘19 and we were pleased to share this information. Our Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 data 
was above national results in absolutely every strand and most importantly our Key Stage  progress measures were 
higher than ever before - with English and Maths improving significantly. 
 
We were also pleased to welcome James Benn (ex Head of School at Lena G) and his new Head Teacher yesterday 
as they visited to talk about our Curriculum Model, along with representatives of the Arts organization A New Direction 
who are looking to work with us to develop an Arts programme across TEF. There were lots of opportunities for 
students to be awarded their ‘Tour Guide’ Digital badge! 
Enjoy the final 2 weeks of this half term. 
Karen 
 

1. Message from the Head of School 
Dear Greenside families, 
The summer is firmly over and the rain has started to come. This signifies another example of change around us the links in with 
our theme this year. Everyone has settled nicely into their new classes and for some, new Key Stages. It's also been lovely to 
see so many of our old Y6 students coming to visit in their new school uniforms and to hear how excited they are about their 
new schools. I am always so proud when our former students visit. To me it shows how much of a community we are and how 
much our students always remain a part of the Greenside family. This seems very normal to us but it is not the case with all 
schools. So although there are many changes throughout the school and our lives, some things always remain the same and for 
me, it is that Greenside is a community who cares about our families and students, even when they've left!  
 
Each year the government releases an update on student progress based on our Y6 results. I am delighted to say that this year 
our progress rates have increased again in all areas. Schools are graded on the progress in Reading, Writing and Maths. 
Greenside achieved 'Well Above Average' which is the top grade, in all areas! A huge congratulations to our students and 
teachers for working so hard to have this magnificent impact and another example of how our learning model supports all 
students to make outstanding progress.  
 
Robin Yeats - Head of School 

 
 
 

 



2. International Peace Day 
On Friday 20th September Greenide commemorated International Peace Day with families, they took 
part in discussions and made a whole range of icons to celebrate and promote Peace around the world 
- well done Greenside - making the world a better place together! 
 
Nursery - In honour of International Peace Day, our Nursery had a class discussion about what peace 
means what we can do to create a more peaceful environment at school. Piper suggested that "We can 
be kind to others!" and Kianna suggested that "We can share our toys!" Then we 
spoke about peace doves and we created our own versions of them by dipping our 
hands in white paint. 
 
Reception - our wish for Peace Day is for everyone to be kind to each other and stop 
fighting and be happy and nice. 
 
Y1 - Ms Trapp tells us: “Peace Day was such a wonderful day in the Y1 classroom. 
We all discussed what peace meant to us. Students gave deep, insightful, and kind 
replies. It was wonderful to explore such an important topic with such mature children. 
The whole class worked together to create a beautiful peace wreath which is now decorating the office 
of Greenside. It was a pleasure to watch the students help one another and discuss such an important 
topic”. 
 
Y2 - A message from Ms Rundell : “Our Peace Day this year was filled with all things reflective and 
calming. We thought about how to make the world a better place, and shared what we do to have a 
peaceful time. Y2 spent the day making our very own peace sign, and learned about the different peace 
symbols. We created a large cardboard heart, and decorated peace signs using words that were special 
to us. We looked at people around the world who have tried to make the world a more peaceful place, 
and reflected on what we can do, at Greenside". 
 
Y3 & Y5 -  Peace Day in Y3 & Y5 was fantastic. We were able to take a step back from our busy Big 
Write and Messy Maths schedules to reflect on the concept of 
world peace. We linked our ideas to environmental peace by 
representing the Earth’s land masses with grass and greenery 
plucked from the school’s green space. We also wrote acrostic 
poems to immerse ourselves further into peace. Overall, it was 
a wonderfully calm and reflective morning. 
 
Y4 - Ms Gilroy says: “We in year 4 are such an excitable 
bunch and it was  great to see our Peace Day learning last week where we could really think about what 
the meaning of peace is and how we 
promote it as individuals, as a class and as 
a community in and around Greenside. We 
worked in groups to create a class symbol 
of world peace along with our own 
individual messages to share with others 
and throughout the morning, took some 
peaceful time to reflect on our own 
qualities”. 
 
Y6 - Look at us living ‘peace’! 
Y6 had a very peaceful and calm day contemplating the ways in 
which they could make a difference in the world. If was so lovely 
to be able to create images of peace and reflect on our part in 
the world and how we can all make a difference, even with the 
very small things.  
 
We hope you will love these pictures as much as we loved 
creating them!  

 

 



3. STAR Days - Our Students as Researchers at Greenside 
This week our Teachers were asked to report back on a ‘Breaking Boundaries’ 
moment in class that had inspired our students and led to some super focused 
and challenging learning outcomes. We hope you enjoy reading about them 
below: 
 
a) Nursery - Bears & Food! 
As part of our learning about Paddington and bears, the Nursery students 
discussed some of the different foods that bears enjoy eating. We know that 
Paddington loves to eat marmalade sandwiches and the bears from "Goldilocks 
and the Three Bears" enjoy porridge so we experimented making our own play dough mixture using 
porridge oats. The students took turns carefully measuring the ingredients and mixing them together in a bowl. Then we 
experimented with the texture of the dough to make some bear snacks for our teddies. Nancy commented, "This feels 
different to the normal play dough... it's a bit lumpy!" 
 
b) Reception - Using our Oyster cards 
Just like Paddignton we have been thinking about ways to travel around London. Our favourite lesson so far this week has 
been learning about money through Oyster cards. We've been topping up our Oyster cards using 10p and 1p coins and 
making teen numbers with them. Only after topping up our Oyster cards with the right amount and tapping around the room 
can we get busy!  
 
c) Y1 - Our paleontology adventure 
Y1 embarked on a paleontology adventure just like The 
Flintstones! Students learnt all about the Stegosaurus at 
the National History Museum. The following day we had 
so much to investigate and discover in our new job. We 
had to dust off dinosaur bones and put them in order, 
count dinosaur plates and match up our number bonds bones. Students had a dinosaur Maths immersed 
experience that everyone enjoyed. Well done to our Y1 students.. What a fantastic start of the year.  
 
d) Y2 - Carnival comes to Greenside 
Inspired by the city in our film we had an amazing Rio 
carnival day this half term and learnt about what all the 
locals do during this special time. We looked at how to 
make Brazilian lemonade, learnt about festival snacks 
and about the different languages spoken at the 
carnival. This day really broke boundaries as the class 
were having fun while learning about capacity, 
instructional writing and improving their geographical 
knowledge. Well done to year two for creating fantastic carnival instruments and carnival headwear. 
 
e) Y3 - Breaking Brain Boundaries 
Our wonderful trip to The Science Museum took us further into the world of Inside Out than we could have imagined. We 
broke through the boundary of animation and dove head first into the brains and emotions within us, not just within Riley, our 
film’s main character.  
 
f) Y4 - Mowgli & Food 
Y4 have had some really exciting experiences so far this term. When asked to pick their most memorable, they unanimously 
chose our cooking morning as the best moment. We immersed ourselves in the ingredients and flavours of India, the home of 
Mowgli in our class film, by cooking a traditional Puran Poli and Mango Lassi and discussing the origins of the different 
components. On a similar theme, the class also decided that our science theme learning has been particularly unique as, 
when looking at the parts and functions of the digestive system, students were also able to taste some creepy crawlies in the 
form of crickets and mealworms and think about the jobs of the different body parts in the process of digestion of these jungle 
snacks. Lots of food linked learning seems to have really stuck with Y4 this term! 
 
g) Y5 - STEM ‘Wonder games’ 
Y5 have been doing some great work during our STAR STEM sessions. We have been working on our concrete skills of 
place value, addition and most recently, decimals. We have taken the new skills that we have learnt and turned them into 
games for us to play. Well done Y5 in being responsible enough in your own learning to play such fun games. All our learning 

 



linked to the work we have been doing around Wonder and the central themes. 
 
h) Y6 - Survival at Sea 
Over the last two weeks – and as part of our Dunkirk film study – Year 6 have taken on the role of Survival at Sea experts. 
They began their learning by taking part in team building, Survival at Sea, activity. Students communicated and negotiated in 
order to achieve a common goal. They gained knowledge about the best items that could help them to achieve rescue if they 
were lost at sea. 
This understanding helped them to create a Survival at Sea manual which was designed to help any of the Dunkirk vessels 
who were in trouble at sea. They clearly understood their purpose and used technical vocabulary and appropriate 
organisational features. 
Finally, students used these texts to create a Survival at Sea film. They were inspired by Ray Mears style videos. The videos 
included a variety of camera angles and fierce actors who seemed perfectly capable of survival – should they ever become 
lost at sea! 

 

4. Reading at Greenside 
 
We have started the year exploring how we can teach reading and foster a real love of reading for pleasure - here are some 
of our thoughts: 
 
a) Nursery 
This term in Nursery we have been experimenting with a variety of different reading strategies in order 
to develop and support reading at an early age. Every morning from 9.30am - 10.00am we have our 
phonics lesson in which we learn about the different letters and sounds of the alphabet. In the home 
corner, we have introduced key vocabulary words and pictures that relate to everyday household items 
(sink, oven, toaster, etc). In the book corner we have a variety of topic related books for the students to 
access independently, with a teacher, or with friends. At the English table this week we have been 
experimenting with sight reading in which the students were asked to look at the objects on the table 
and then match them to the correct corresponding word. If you would like to hear more about this way 
of learning please feel free to come and talk. 
 
Othman's favourite book is "The Tiger Who Came to Tea" because "the tiger eats 
everything in the house!" 
 
 
Georgina's favourite book is "The Very Hungry Caterpillar" because "the caterpillar 
turns into a butterfly!" 
 
b) Reception 
This year in Reception, we’re trialing a new technique of sight reading alongside our 
tried and tested Phonics lessons. For some students, this is their preferred way to learn, and by teaching 
this strategy too, we can cater for all the different needs and preferences of the students  in class. We 
have already found great success with it, as many of the students can already recognize keywords 
linked with our learning theme. The confidence and satisfaction that students get from reading the words 
has also helped to make reading our number one favourite thing to do in class! 
 
c) Y1  
Reading is so important in Y1. Books are a magical door to open for everyone. Y1 students love 
exploring a range of books, from non-fiction to adventure books, poetry and fairy tales. Our 
students love exploring the pictures and the words associated to them. I am so excited to 
see students continue their reading skills so they can explore a wider range of texts. Keep 
up all the fantastic reading Y1! 
 
Calean- " I like reading about dinosaurs. My favourite dinosaur is a T-rex." 
 
Ciera- "I read this book a lot in class. I really like the dragon. Did you know there is a 
princess in the castle?"  
 
 

 



d) Y2 
This half term we have been reading a class book set in the Amazon rainforest called ‘The Great Kapok 
Tree’. We dip into this book every week or so and learn about what happens next to the animals in the 
rainforest. It has been lovely to get to know the characters and discuss important issues about 
deforestation that have arisen from this book.  

We also have Arwen showing us her favourite book in class, and she loves this book because of the 
interesting characters that are described in the book. 
 
Here is Kayden, showing us his favourite book – all about Dinosaurs. He likes this book because all the 
dinosaurs are different and he likes the story. 
 
e) Y3 
The Whether Man, The Humbug, The Watchdog, and The Spelling — these are the punny characters 
within our class book, The Phantom Tollbooth. We’ve been reading a chapter a week about our main 
character Milo, a disaffected, disinterested young boy taken on a strange journey through “the phantom 
tollbooth.” Along with this, we have continued our Reading street learning brilliantly and have enjoyed 
some silent reading time for enjoyment.  
 
f) Y4 
Y4 are a keen group of readers and we've really been enjoying getting involved in to our class text Fire Girl, Forest Boy. 
Each week we are dedicated to spending time with our own reading books to simply get drawn in my a 
great story without any other reason than to enjoy it at our own leisure. This is really important to foster 
a natural love of reading which in turn aides imagination when it comes to our own storytelling. Ms 
Gilroy is also reading her own book for enjoyment; Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine by Gail 
Honeyman. 
 
Deji says: “I’m reading Rover Saves Christmas by Roddy Doyle. It’s about a dog called Rover who is 
tasked with saving Christmas from being cancelled when Rudolf is sick and can’t fly. It’s interesting but 
even better I think it’s really funny! I think Rover will manage to save the day.” 
 
g) Y5 
In Y5, reading is part of everything that we do! We have dedicated a wall 
in our classroom to logging the books that we read. Whenever we have 
finished a book, we grab a slip of paper, write down the title and genre of 
the book and place it on our reading wall. It is great to see all of the 
different types of books that our Y5 students enjoy. Our hope is, that by 
the end of the year, this wall will be overflowing with book titles! 
 
'I really enjoy our daily quiet reading time in Y5. It gives me the chance 
to really get into the book that I am reading.' - Hiwanja 
 
A picture of ‘our slips of paper for our reading wall’. 
 
h) Y6 
Each morning in Y6 is an opportunity for our students to enjoy their favourite books. We ensure a 
quiet, calm environment so that the best books we can find our out and being read in the classroom. 
There is such a variety being read at the moment. Because they are so engaged, it takes a while to 
regain their attention! 
 
Here is Ayobami with a book from his favourite series: The Extreme World of Billy Kool. He had just 
found this copy of the Mountain Biking addition and he could not stop 
smiling. ``I love the book because it is full of so many interesting facts - 
this is book six and I love them all.' 
 
Here’s Mahdiya reading with two very enthusiastic Reception students. 

 



 

5. The Mahara’s Maths Revolution - Digital Badge Challenge 
This week is the first of Greenside Maths Challenges. Each newsletter will feature a new set of Maths Challenges for our 
students to complete.  
 Students will need to solve 6 of the problems. Once they have done this, they will be set a series of 3 complex maths 
challenges. Then, they will be true Maths experts and will receive their Digital Maths Badge! 
If students are confident they have solved the newsletter's Maths Challenge, they can bring their solution to Mr Mahara in 
Y6 Good luck!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

6. The Greenside Animation Factory 
Our students are sharing their reflections this week: 
 
Film Crew 1 & 2 
We have had a fantastic  start to the year with lots of wonderful learning and experiences.Here are 2 students comments on 
their learning so far: 
Imogen - Y1 "There was a fire in a bakery in 1666.  It started on Pudding Lane.  We are going to make animation and stop 
motion films and London before and after the fire because it is so different now" 
 
Sami - Y2 "We have been looking at different types of animation.  Last week we watched a short film on The Great Fire of 
London.  It was 3D and looked so realistic!! This week we were looking at songs about change and we changed the lyrics to 
talk about pollution and saving the world" 
 
Film Crew 3 & 4 
We have been learning so much about animation in our Crew. We have looked at how to animate using clay, lego and by 
drawing using marker pens and whiteboards. Last week during our geography Crew when we learnt about Antarctica we 
tried to combine both clay and lego to show a melting snowball - we even watched Pingu for inspiration! This week we 
looked at how music can make a change. Ms Allen told us about how Bob Marley wrote songs about things that were 
happening in Jamaica and in his life. We listened to Redemption Song and thought about what message it was trying to give. 
Then we had to write our own song about making a change. We picked the environment as we had been looking at climate 
change a lot in both SMSC and Crew.  
 
Ritaj and Hunter wrote; “During our first week we learned about whiteboard animation and stop motion. We used critical 
thinking and organisation skills to work out ways to complete our animations more accurately. We also did some animation 
moodboards and wrote about our favourite animations and why. In our second week, we looked at claymation and discussed 

 



the pros and cons of this type of animation. We made our first claymation film using moving letters to build words and 
sentences on screen. In week three we completed a research project on the effects of climate change on the Antarctic. Did 
you know that there are 5 million penguins in Antarctica? We also explored the basics of lego animation during this week and 
tried recreating the melting ice of the glaciers. In all the weeks we have developed our world ready skills including 
organisation, critical thinking, information technology and teamwork. So far we have really enjoyed the crew subjects and we 
can't wait to make our feature length animation film for the end of the autumn term!” 
 
Film Crew 5 & 6 
This term so far, Crew 5 and 6 have been working towards creating animations. We have explored different types of 
animation:  from simple white board stop frames, Lego stop frames and animating objects. All of this has been done in theme 
of changing places with a big focus on the environment. We looked recently at music that has changed the world and 
explored the lyrics to Neil Young's 'Rockin' in the Free World'. We can't wait to create our own animations which show the 
idea of Changing Places! 

 

7. Sharing Events  
 
a) Y1 Trip 
Our Y1 Students went to The National History Museum to become paleontologists. We studied and analysed a real 
stegosaurus skeleton.Year 1s learnt about paleontologists and how they study fossils. We looked at all the bones and how 
paleontologists put the bones together to make scientific analysis. We then recreated the dinosaur in teams with the 
museum's equipment. The day was a dinosaur adventure and was a day to remember.  
 
b) Y3 Trip 
The Year 3 trip to The Science Museum was an incredible experience! We focused our time on the “Who Am I?” exhibition, 
concerning ourselves with big, existential questions posed in our film, Inside Out. What makes us who we are? What dictates 
our emotions? Where do dreams come from? How do we perceive joy and sadness? Why are our biggest fears our biggest 
fears? It was truly amazing to see how these questions were answered and how quickly the students were able to make the 
link between our Science Museum and Inside Out learning! 
 
c) d) Social Media 
As you may have seen, our social media platforms on Instagram and Twitter have been working overtime trying to keep up 
with all the publicity we’ve been getting! Make sure you’re following us to get all the latest news and see some sneaky peaks 
of life behind the scenes! On Instagram: @greensideprimaryschool On Twitter: @greensidew12 
 
e) Nursery & Reception Families - Coffee Morning 
Thanks to all the parents/ carers who came last week to our coffee morning. We hope it was a good opportunity to meet other 
parents in the class and get to know our school community a little better. Don’t forget the PSA quiz night on Friday 11th 
October at 7:30pm for another chance to mingle and raise some money for all the big things we have planned this year! 
 
f) ICT & E-Safety Workshop 
A notes from Robin: Thank you to all those families who attended the ICT & E-safety update this week. One of our best 
turnouts! We focused on the digital offering we have at Greenside to enhance learning that can be used at home too. We 
currently subscribe to Mathletics, TT Rockstars, Spellodrom and soon, Bug Club. All of these can be accessed at home for 
that little bit of extra practice or hopefully - just for fun! Please email you class teacher for your login details.  
 
g) New After School Clubs 
A reminder that we have a new Spanish club running now. It will start on Monday, 3:30 - 4:30pm and cost £2 per session. 
More information will be sent out to those families who have already registered an interest. If you are interested, please email 
me. I am also asking for families to register their interest in an after school art club. Again, please email me if this is 
something you think your daughter/ so would be interested in.  
 

 

 



8. The Greenside Food Experience 
 
 

 

9. National Poetry Day 
As part of National Poetry Day this week, Reception have been learning the poem, Walking with my 
Iguana by Brian Moses, based on a ‘true’ story! We loved beating out the rhythm of the poem on 
drums and found out that poems can really make you laugh! Robbie loved the poem so much, he 
decided to make a pet iguana with the Mobilo, then lead it around the class as he recited lines from 
the poem!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
10. Student Stars at Greenside 
Our Greenside Screen Stars this week achieved this status by some wonderful learning and kindness. Our special 
congratulations go to: Dounia (Y1) and Maisy (Y5)  
 
Charlotte for her self-confidence and willingness to try new things at school (Nursery) 
Rafael for his incredible focus and concentration during our P.E. lesson (Nursery) 
 
Tristan for his wonderful bus drawing (Reception) 
Zavian for his excellent progress in Phonics (Phonics) 
 
Dounia for her consistent hard work towards her learning (Y1) 
Lewis for his enthusiasm and great manners since the beginning (Y1) 

 
Rayanne has been so motivated with her writing and Arwen has helped to create a fantastic crew song! (Y2) 
 
Fiona for exploring the Science Museum in the most inquisitive, Inside Out-curious way! (Y3) 
Lois for keeping a keen eye on all of our iPads, ensuring their good condition and keeping them charged for Crew Days! (Y3) 
 
Alliah and Ritaj for continuously offering to help out with classroom jobs and tidiness - it is very much appreciated! (Y4) 
 
Maisey and Msgna for working so diligently and confidently when working on addition questions (Y5) 
 
Eleandro for responding positively to feedback, improving his attitude to learning & contributing fantastic ideas in lessons (Y6) 
Kamron for his positive attitude and for always committing himself to challenging learning (Y6) 

 

11. Looking forward to future events! 
Nursery Sharing Event: 
Dear Nursery families, please join us in the hall on Tuesday the 15th of October for our annual Nursery sharing event at 
9:00am. We look forward to sharing with you some of the different exciting things that we have been learning about so far! 
 
Reception Sharing Event: 
We warmly invite all friends and families of Reception students to our sharing event on Wednesday 16th October at 9.00am in 
the Hall. We’ll be sharing some of our learning from the term so far, as well as a special video from our first ever school trip to 
the London Transport Museum! Hope to see you there.  
 
Teddy Bear Picnic: 
On Thursday the 17th of October we are inviting the Nursery families to join us for a Teddy Bear's Picnic in Ravenscourt Park. 
We ask that each student be accompanied by a family member or carer. Please meet us at 1.30pm in the front entrance of the 
school so that we can walk to Ravenscourt Park together and enjoy some fun games and a picnic lunch prepared by the 
Nursery students. All students are encouraged to bring their favourite teddy along too! 

 
 

12. GGL Shared Learning Event  
On Tuesday, Year 6 took part in their shared event with their peers from Griffin. Students met at the Science 
Museum with a fantastic overall objective: to create an object capable of preventing climate change. They began 
their journey in the Wonderlab where their curiosity went wild! Working in mixed GGL teams, the students then went 
on an object hunt across the museum. They searched for different artefacts that would help inspire them – from 
things their grandparents might have used to things that could keep them dry in the rain! They then created detailed 
mind-maps in their teams for their own ideas. The students will use this inspiration for their Friday Big Write and 
share their writing with the Griffin students. 

 
 
 
 

 



13. Our Youngest & Oldest Greenside students 
This is such a fun task - we discovered that Charlotte (Y6) is our oldest Greenside students and Raphael 
A (Nursery) is the youngest. We asked them 5 questions each so we could get to know them a little 
better - thanks Charlotte & Rafael!  
 
Rafael says: 
1. What do you like best about Greenside? "The Learning Garden is my favourite!" 
2. What is your favourite film? Paddington! 
3. What is your favourite book? The Tiger who Came to Tea 
4. What makes you happy? "Ishwaaq makes me happy!" 
5. What job would you like when you are older? "A firefighter!" 
 
Charlotte says: 
1. At Greenside, I love how it is such a happy and friendly environment to learn in. 
2. My favourite film is probably My Neighbour Totoro or Princess Mononoke. 
3. My favourite book is Swallows and Amazons because I’ve been to the island where it is set. 
4. I’m happiest when everyone around me is happy too! 
5. When I’m older, I want to be a Free Climber or an actor. 
 

 

15. SMSC - Changing Places - Climate Change  
We’d like to share some class pledges - these will be put together to create a Greenside Environment & Climate Change by 
our new Green Student Leadership Group next week. 
 
Nursery:  

1. We will remember to recycle at home and at school 
2. We will remember to drink from reusable water bottles 
3. We will remember to turn the lights off when we leave the room 
4. We will remember to turn the taps off after we wash our hands 
5. We will reduce pollution by walking, cycling or scooting to school 

Y6: Here is Kamron's graphic but poignant Climate Change placard. Year 6 were inspired by 
Greta Thunberg's movement. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



  

16. Autumn Term Calendar 
Greenside Family Calendar 

Autumn Term 1 - 2019   

To be completed by Mon 28th Oct    Students to make Dream Boxes at Home & collect loose change  

Week 6   

Monday 7th October All Week Data Capture 1 

Monday 7th October 10.00am Open Morning for Prospective Families  

Wednesday 9th October 3.30pm Tea & Cakes 

Friday 11th October 2.00pm Mayor’s Cup 

Friday 11th October 7.30pm PSA Quiz Night  

Week 7   

Monday 14th October TBC Good Chance – Family Food Experience Event 

Tuesday 15th October All Day GGL – Y5 Sharing Event 

Tuesday 15th October 9.00am Nursery Sharing with Families 

Wednesday 16th October 9.00am Reception Sharing with Families 

Wednesday 16th October 3.30pm Tea & Cakes 

Thursday 17th October PM Nursery – Family Teddy Bear’s Picnic in the Park 

Friday 18th October All Day Newsletter published 

Friday 18th October PM Mayor’s Cup 

Friday 18th October 3.30pm Half Term Holiday begins 

Autumn Term 2 - 2019   

Monday 28th October 8.55am Autumn Term 2 Begins 
Dream Boxes with loose change to be brought into Greenside 

  
 
Karen 

 
Karen Bastick-Styles – Executive Head  
 

 


